Vedic Art

I was first introduced to Vedic Art when I lived in Sweden. One cold winter’s afternoon my daughter and I were exploring the city of Stockholm when we both looked
into a well lit window and proclaimed together, ‘I really like those paintings’. We
stepped into the gallery and were warmly greeted by the artist, Nina Jacucci. Nina
was guiding visitors around on the debut of her first Vedic Art exhibition.
-

-

As one student so aptly expressed,
“Each principal had quite a profound
effect which provoked thought and
helped me look at things in a new
way. I also felt that the creative process is a metaphor for how you create
your life and helps you to understand
your own uniqueness and to be more
accepting of yourself as an individual.”
To study Vedic Art is to study one’s
personal self in relationship to the
great cosmos itself. As you work
through the principles your inner
driving force sets you in motion and
guides you step by step into seeing
how nature works. You begin to remember how to express yourself from
within as you delve deeper into the
creative process. Through being able
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-

'art and life
merging into one....
.that is vedic art'

-

-

-

-

to paint without demands or planning, simple truths are revealed and,
surprisingly, you realise that you already knew them. This gives you the
opportunity to clarify the knowledge
you already have within and leads
you into expansion on many levels,
both in art and in your life. In Vedic
Art it is not necessary to teach anyone how to paint, instead it is a way to
remember how it happens. Vedic Art
is neither an ‘ism’ or style, nor a religion, ideology or philosophy. Rather,
it is about the universal truths.
At its simplest, Vedic Art means consciousness expressed in art. You experience it as a state of creative being.
Through Vedic Art you learn to address limits enabling you to achieve
unlimited creativity. The principles

of Vedic Art can help to develop the
underdeveloped inner landscape or,
to use a scientific term, ‘the right side
of the brain’. The teaching consists of
courses which do not lead to certification. It is characteristic of Vedic Art
training that it is continuous and its
duration cannot be defined in years,
it is life long. To take part in Vedic Art
is the only way to truly experience its
benefits.

I now run Vedic Art courses in
the North of England. Find out
more about my workshops and
course at www.glynisrose.com.
Please see advert on page 39.
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